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Abstract
Wilhelm Wundt is generally considered to be a pioneer of experimental psychology. At the end of the Nineteenth Century his academic reputation was at a high, but his influence declined sharply in the years that
followed. There is only scant evidence as to why this declining happened. To throw some light on this, an
impact and citation analysis was conducted. How was Wundt’s work actually cited and received? This analysis was prepared by compiling and commenting on the principle ideas of Wundt’s psychological and philosophical work. The reception analysis was based mainly on a content analysis of about 200 references: (1)
contemporary reviews and controversies from the years 1858 to the present, and (2) contemporary and modern textbooks of General Psychology and of the History and Philosophy of the Science of Psychology from
the years 1883 to the present. It is a matter of speculation whether Wundt’s demanding methodology (multimethod approach), his call to limit psychology to processes of consciousness, his “psychology without a
soul”, and his disregard for analogous metaphysical definitions effectively ensured a poor reception of his
psychology.
On the other hand, Wundt did oppose the division of psychology from philosophy. He suspected that
psychologists would introduce their own metaphysical beliefs into their empirical research and would be
reluctant to subject these assumptions to open philosophical-epistemological critique.
Introduction
Wilhelm Wundt (1832 – 1920), the physiologist, psychologist, and philosopher, is generally acknowledged
as the founder of experimental psychology, having established the first laboratory specifically devoted to a
systematic program of research in psychology. The tributes of his contempories, his honors and obituaries
indicate that Wundt was held in high esteem at that time: He published in 1874 the milestone textbook
Grundzuege der physiologsichen Psychologie, was the author of the voluminous Voelkerpsychologie (cultural psychology), and the philosopher and writer of significant books on Ethics (1912), Metaphysics (1919b),
Logic (1919–1921) that included Philosophy of Physical, Mental and Social Sciences (Natur- und
Geisteswissenschaften). If we are to understand psychology, much would be gained by firstly recognizing
Wundt’s extraordinarily vast knowledge and his universal theoretical horizon and by considering his basic
position – the first elaborated theory of science in modern psychology.
Much has been published since the Wundt centennial in 1879/1979, including a number of articles that
highlight certain aspects of Wundt’s work and biography (Bringmann & Scheerer, 1980; Bringmann &
Tweny, 1980; Juettemann, 2006; Meischner & Metge, 1980; Rieber & Robinson, 1980, 2001). But there is
still no commented edition or comprehensive summary and evaluation of his work. The last biography of
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Wundt’s life and work, which covered his psychology and philosophy, was published by Eisler (1902) and
written in continuation of Koenig’s (1901) preceding book.
This was however before the completion of the Voelkerpsychologie (1911) and the inclusion of the final
version of Wundt’s philosophy of science and methodology of psychology in the Logik (Wundt, 1919–1921).
Although not intended as such, his autobiography (Wundt, 1920a) still appears to have been the best introduction to date of his thoughts, intentions and intellectual development. The subsequent biographies from
Nef (1923) and Petersen (1925) up to Arnold (1980) confine themselves to either his psychological or philosophical contributions. These “focused” overviews do not provide adequate coverage of Wundt’s work, and,
especially, of the close relation between his empirical psychology and methodology and his epistemology
and general philosophical view (“critical realism” as he named it) and typical style of thinking in perspectives, that is, his perspectivism. His psychology is difficult to understand without careful reference to the
particulars of his theory of science. Though it should be noted that Wundt wrote mostly about
“Erkenntnistheorie” (epistemology), specific categories and epistemic principles, and methodology, he did
not use the German terms “Wissenschaftstheorie” (theory of science) or “Methodologie” with which we are
familiar nowadays.
When reading Wundt’s work one might enquire as to which elements of it could still be of general interest today. There is likely some value in acquainting oneself with his research and theorizing especially with
regard to perception of space and spatial orientation, attention control processes, theory of emotion, and certain aspects in the psychology of language and of religion. But to expect, substantial results, discoveries, or
valid theories over a period of nearly 150 years would be unfair. It appears that his enduring contributions
are primarily the first theory of science in psychology and his versatile and skilled approach to methodology.
Of particular note are his precise specification of the experimental method and his outstanding methodology
of psychological interpretation. He specified basic principles and methods for the investigation of sociocultural development in language, fantasy and art, mythos and religion, ethics (“Objektivationen des
Geistes”).
Wundt’s conceptual framework of psychology includes categories and epistemic principles and a set of
guidelines. His conception ties in various considerations in a multi-perspective approach and includes the
experimental paradigm and the interpretative paradigm. He viewed psychology as needing to incorporate the
physiological and biological basis in scientific investigation while attributing it to the domain of mental science rather than natural science (Geisteswissenschaft; Wundt, 1920b). A re-construction of his theory of
science in psychology (Wissenschaftstheorie) has never been undertaken.
Wundt’s Grundzuege der physiologischen Psychologie (1874) marks a milestone of modern psychology,
and his Institute in Leipzig was a famous address that attracted numerous students from many countries. But
Wundt’s influence declined sharply at the turn of the century. Today, his essential contributions to psychology, including his comprehensive methodology and original philosophy of science, are rarely cited or referred
to appropriately. Historians of psychology obviously disagree as to why Wundt’s influence diminished so
quickly: His call for multiple perspectives was either superseded by the emerging trends and directions of the
“geisteswissenschaftliche”, “verstehende”, or phenomenological psychology, or his call was discarded simply on account of having defined psychology as a natural science (or, today, as neuroscience). Writings on the
history of psychology contain few clues as to why this break in tradition actually occurred. An investigation
of the sources should throw some light on and perhaps explain the apparent disaffection towards him, failure
to cite his work, and general disregard of his contribution. The intriguing question is still unanswered: Why
was Wundt, the pioneer, treated more or less like an outsider?
Aims
The present investigation has two aims:
Firstly, to conduct an impact analysis of Wundt’s work;
Second, to develop a number of hypotheses as to why Wundt swiftly lost much of his earlier influence long
before his death.
In preparing this impact analysis it was necessary to suitably define the main features of Wundt’s psychology and philosophy. This provided a basis for a content analysis and evaluation of whether his central
concepts and leitmotifs were adequately represented in any given review or textbook. A re-construction of
Wundt’s theory of science in psychology in terms of the basic concepts of his epistemology and methodology was then undertaken because these concepts form a critical basis for understanding his work and its reception (see Part II / Appendix for a short summary).
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The preparatory phase resulted in the identification of about 50 essential concepts that were documented
with detailed citations and comments (Fahrenberg, 2011). The reduction of a work to such a set of concepts
is difficult particularly when this concerns Wundt’s work, but it is necessary. How were Wundt’s principal
concepts received and cited?
Method
A comprehensive historical investigation of how Wundt’s thoughts were received should use various
sources. To begin with, there are the various reviews of Wundt’s publications. The search in contemporary
journals of philosophy and the emerging journals of that time for psychology made use of two databases,
Periodicals Index Online PIO and Periodicals Archives Online PAO, and many volumes and indices of the
most important journals as well as significant secondary references and cross-references from literature on
Wundt were screened directly. Particular attention was given to certain controversies. Wundt initiated or was
engaged in several controversies that have endured untill the present. Examples are: Kant – Wundt – Zeller
(Helmholtz) about the isolation and measurement of states or changes in consciousness, Wundt – Buehler
about necessary controls in psychological experimentation, Wundt – Husserl – Heidegger about psychologism, Meumann – Wundt about the interpretation of psychophysical parallelism and the use and limitiations
of applied psychology. Such controversies are especially helpful in showing the basic positions adopted toward epistemological and methodological problems.
This investigation is primarily based on citation and content analyses, the material for which was drawn
from 75 reviews (each of at least one page in length) in Journals from 1858 onwards, about 20 other articles
or essays, around 50 contributions to particular Controversies (including 20 by Wundt), and references to
Wundt’s work in about 50 German Textbooks on General Psychology, Methodology and History of Psychology from 1883 to the present. Further sources were analyzed: biographies, the autobiography, important academic speeches and some significant letters, the Festschrift, honors, obituaries, congress reports, rankings of
eminence, citation frequencies, reference to Wundt in autobiographies of subsequent generations of German
psychologists, web-presence (search-engine Google Ngrams “Wilhelm Wundt”). This second part of the
investigation is not included here.
The present investigation was restricted to German sources for the following reasons: There is no English translation of crucial publications such as the Logik (3 volumes), Voelkerpsychologie (10 volumes) and
several basic Journal articles. Wundt used a difficult style of writing in German that was instructed under the
influence of Greek and Latin grammar in the Grammar school of the time. This style of writing is often
strenuous even for today’s native speakers and appears to be have deterred foreigners from reading his work.
On the other hand, Wundt was considered by contemporary witnesses to be an excellent rhetorician as evident in his inaugural speeches upon becoming professor in Zuerich in 1874 and in Leipzig in 1875, in his
great lecture as Rector of Leipzig University (Wundt, 1889) on ethics and society that commemorated the
centennial of the Revolution in France, and in his commemorative lectures in honor of Gustav Theodor
Fechner and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz.
The Anglo-American Wundt-biographies by Hall (1912/1914), Boring (1950) and Flugel (1950) contain
many misunderstandings, serious flaws, stereotypes, and subjectively biased judgments. Wundt’s epistemology and methodology were not adequately represented and understood. For these reasons it is difficult to
evaluate which publications were in fact accessible to English-speaking authors, whether these authors were
sufficiently familiar with the German language, and the degree to which they actually developed a sense of
Wundt’s thoughts. But there is no doubt that more recent authors like Kurt Danziger (1979, 1980, 1983,
2001), Saulo Araujo (2010, 2011) and Wan-chi Wong (2010) and have developed an in-depth appreciation of
Wundt’s work. This appears not to be the case for many other authors (as also indicated by Danziger, 1980;
Blumenthal, 1980, 2001). An exception to the criterion of using only German sources was made twice: Contributions to the Wundt Centennial Issue, Psychological Research (Bringmann & Scheerer, 1980) and selected chapters from Wundt-Studies (Bringmann & Tweny, 1980; Rieber & Robinson, 1980, 2001) were included. And, the inadequate presentations by Hall, Boring und Flugel were analyzed nonetheless, because their
bias, misconceptions and stereotypical views had a disastrous impact on many of the later German authors –
as indicated by the citations– even in the present time.
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Findings
The findings from each part of the impact analysis were summarized and evaluated (Fahrenberg, 2011,
Chapter 3) and documented with references, ample citations from the original publications, reviews, controversies, textbooks and other sources in an Appendix of about 450 pages. Subsequently, the findings were
used to develop a set of hypotheses to explain the remarkable decline in the impact of Wundt’s work. The
hypotheses, altogether around 30 of them, consider three main areas: (1) the psychological and philosophical
thought on the work itself, (2) the comprehensibility of his work, and (3) Wundt’s attitudes and personality.
In each area, the hypotheses were tentatively rank-ordered according to their assumed weight.
Discussion
The most likely explanation for Wundt's decline may be seen in the high level of Wundt’s aspiration in his
theory of science and his demanding methodology. His conception requires a particular multi-perspective
approach, perspective taking ability and philosophical reflection. Wundt’s theory of science in psychology
appears to have aroused little attention, or it was considered unnecessary, far too philosophical or complex,
and was in any case disregarded. The hypotheses put forward here appear to have been unexplored in the
historical writings on Wundt. But one needs to keep the fact in mind that Wundt’s theory of science in psychology had been widely ignored and was not therefore adequately represented in writings on him. And,
Wundt’s multi-method approach clearly exceeded the bounds of general interest and know-how of most psychologists, as exemplified by his book chapter on the methodology of interpretation, which went completely
unnoticed (Wundt, 1921; cf. Fahrenberg, 2008).
The second most likely explanation relates to the surprising role of Wundt’s former students. They appear to have distanced themselves from his basic principles as can be seen in their own textbooks and obituaries to Wundt. Wundt’s philosophy of science, his epistemology and methodology, and the central issues of
Wundt’s psychology of apperception and will (volition) were not adequately referred to or discussed by his
former co-workers, and did not – with a few exceptions – receive due attention from other contemporary
textbook authors. It is significant that former PhD-students and assistants like Felix Krueger, Oswald Kuelpe,
Ernst Meumann, Hugo Muensterberg and Wilhelm Wirth refrained from presenting the majority of Wundt’s
central concepts in their textbooks. None of these authors from his own circle developed a reasonably consistent and creative continuation of Wundt’s ideas. Instead, Meumann, Muensterberg and Kuelpe delivered
highly critical commentaries on certain of Wundt's principles and findings, thus begging the question as to
whether they did in fact reject Wundt’s central concepts altogether. Wundt’s dispute about Immanuel Kant’s
profound criticism of psychological research and Wundt’s methodology of critical interpretation – the first of
its kind – were completely disregarded.
Krueger’s (1924, 1934) inner distance to his predecessor’s general conception of psychology and
Wundt’s work as a whole is hard to overlook, even though some of Krueger’s remarks were positive. The
break in tradition was already present in the relative indifference and obvious distance between former assistants and Wundt, this standing in stark contrast to the kind personal relationship they enjoyed as documented
in their letters, greetings, and visits (Meischner-Metge, 2003; see, Wilhelm Wundts Briefwechsel, 2011).
Wundt’s students refrained from taking on the role of his interpreter and expounder. The direct impact of
Wundt’s psychology, epistemology and methodology thus appears to be much slighter than might have been
expected.
A further explanation as to why Wundt’s conception of psychology was disregarded appears to rest with
his philosophical orientation. Wundt opposed the separation of psychology from philosophy and demanded
instead a close tie between these disciplines, especially psychology and general epistemology. He suspected
that psychologists would introduce their personal metaphysical beliefs into their empirical research and
would refrain from subjecting their assumptions to open and general philosophical-epistemological criticism:
“Nobody would suffer more from such a separation than the psychologists and thus psychology” (Wundt,
1913, p. 24; translation J.F.)
The essence of Wundt’s work and the "Traditionsbruch", that is, the gulf that separated Wundt and the
next generation of psychologists, was recently addressed by Kurt Danziger:
"This development seems to be part of a general trend for the formation of ever more narrowly specialized disciplines and sub-disciplines in the social and human sciences during the
20th century. For Wundt, psychology was more like an intellectual and scientific FIELD that
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required multiple perspectives, as you point out. It was not yet a DISCIPLINE with strongly
institutionalized norms establishing a particular approach to the exclusion of others. That
transformation was accomplished by later generations, and this was not unique to psychology." 2
Further contributory factors to the low impact of Wundt’s work can be discussed: the extraordinary extent and the often academic style, the complex psychology of apperception, the intricate theory of volition,
and perhaps a lack of applied psychology suited to the professional fields. A more comprehensive consideration of these hypotheses suggests that each is not so compelling and that each would have to counter the objections that Wundt himself would have probably raised (e.g. Wundt, 1909a).
One final reason that has received scare attention in the Wundt-Studies might be proposed. Wundt’s
psychology discontinued the fundamental belief of Johann Friedrich Herbart, Gustav Theodor Fechner and
Rudolf Hermann Lotze in the metaphysical principle of the soul. Wundt understood consciousness as a process (actuality, not substantiality of consciousness), meaning that the metaphysical notion of the term “soul”
is absent in Wundt’s psychology. Similarly, equivalent concepts like “Me”, “Self” or “Actor” were also absent insofar as such concepts imply a substantial metaphysical and transcendent meaning. Wundt’s “negation
of the soul” evoked at that time several polemic repudiations from followers of philosophical idealism as
well as from psychologists sharing Christian beliefs. Even his successor, Felix Krueger, demanded a return
to the "Seelenlehre" (notion of soul) and in doing so echoed an apparently widely-held conviction. Strangely
enough, a clear articulation as to their metaphysical or religious beliefs or disbeliefs – and the implications of
these for their own definition of psychology and methodology – were and are still rare among psychologists
(for a more recent survey and discussion, cf. Fahrenberg & Cheetham, 2007). Even in this respect Wundt
was an outsider.
Concluding remarks
Wundt defined anthropology generally as the “teaching about the psycho-physical nature of man, where it is
grounded in physiology and psychology and where it forms a bridge to the philosophy of mind.” (Wundt,
1909b, p. 83; translation J.F.). – Wundt’s work in total may be understood as a psychological anthropology,
interdisciplinary in scope and based on empirical psychology. Wundt defined the wide field of psychology in
new terms, and he called for and pursued a multi-method approach for more than six decades of fruitful research.
This is not the place to review in detail the critical comments found in contemporary reviews and controversies (cf. Fahrenberg, 2011). The issues concerned were in part aspects of his cultural psychology, his
three-dimensional theory of emotion, his psychology of apperception and volition, and especially his tendency to favor a psychological voluntarism (together with a philosophical basis). Several authors on the history
of psychology have pointed out certain shortcomings. Wundt was not interested in the social psychology of
dyadic interaction or interaction in small groups because he gave priority to cultural psychology. He was
hardly concerned with differential psychology and was hesitant to declare any practical application for professional fields without having first conducted ample research on general psychological laws.
Wundt proposed new definitions for the field of psychology. Basically, he views consciousness as a contingent unitary process of cognitive, volitional and emotional functions. The nature of this psychophysical
process requires a complementary application of the psychological and neurophysiological perspectives.
Psychology constitutes the empirical basis of the mental and social sciences (Geisteswissenschaften), and the
leitmotif, that is, the guiding principle, of this psychological anthropology is the mental development of man.
Wundt was the first to build up a genuine and unifying philosophy of science suited to psychology. He required the ability and readiness to distinguish and to employ distinct frames of reference, and he called for
the skilled use of both the experimental and the interpretative paradigm. He thus implemented a research
program that would today be labeled “interdisciplinary”. At the same time, he underscored the necessity of
philosophical reflection to monitor and restrict the influence of personal metaphysical beliefs on scientific
psychology.
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The impact analysis reveals how this universal theoretical horizon and the perspectiveness and essential
aspects of the methodology were lost. Most psychologists of the succeeding generations apparently preferred
a simpler and philosophically less aspiring and seemingly more straightforward approach, being therefore
more inclined toward a natural science or to a social and mental science research orientation. Wundt’s general body of thought was rarely referred to or discussed, except in a few reviews from the philosophical angle.
The field of psychology and anthropology split into many sub-disciplines. In this respect, Wundt’s general approach and his strive for theoretical unity is still salient. The controversies surrounding the aims and
methods in psychology persist. It would appear that an advanced debate on the pluralism of theories and
methods in psychology would benefit from strategies of relational and contextual thinking, of perspectivism
and the complementary frames of reference sensu Wundt. – Reading Wundt again could be fruitful.
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